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SEGRA 2015 – Leading and Growing Sustainable Regions - Bathurst, NSW – 20 - 22 October

SEGRA 2015 Program Online – Register Now
The SEGRA 2015 Conference, Leading and Growing Sustainable Regions, is being hosted by Charles
Sturt University in Bathurst, New South Wales from 20 – 22 October.

SEGRA 2015 Registration Brochure

View the full program at: http://www.segra.com.au/segra_prog.html
Register now at: http://www.segra.com.au/registration.php
Host and Platinum Sponsor:

Accommodation
Please visit
http://www.segra.com.au/segra_accommodation.html for
our recommended accommodation providers and how to
book.
We recommend delegates book their accommodation as
soon as possible as rooms are expected to fill up quickly
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Spotlight Snapshot
Challenges, Issues and Strategies for Developing Regional Industry

Facilitator: Prof. Kishor Sharma,
Professor of Economics, Charles
Sturt University
This spotlight will be led by Professor Kishor Sharma (Charles Sturt University) and will cover pressing
regional issues and challenges including skill shortages in regional Australia, regional migration and
local industrial performance. Ideas Champions include economic researchers and policy makers with
extensive experience in regional development issues in both Australia and overseas.

Delivering Productivity Outcomes from Technological and Digital Disruption

Facilitator: Cr. Rod Macdonald,
Portfolio for Knowledge Economy
& Education and Major Projects,
City of Greater Geelong
and SEGRA National Steering
Committee
The undeniable widespread
and deep changes that brought about digitisation has significantly
contributed to productivity growth in the Australian economy. However such transformational
change does not necessarily translate into widespread or major productivity growth. Australia has
been seen as one of the first countries to show productivity gains from putting ICTs to innovative
uses. This spotlight will consider: where are the new opportunities for productivity improvements?
Are we taking-up on these? How can we implement these opportunities in Regional Australia?
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Regional Production and Conservation Landscapes

Facilitator: Prof. Max Finlayson,
Director, Institute for Land, Water &
Society, Charles Sturt University
Regional production and conservation landscapes will initially be explored from three perspectives.
First, by examining the determinants for adoption of current natural resources management
processes. Second, by reflecting this review onto the issue of agricultural restructuring and
disadvantaged farmers. Education and sustainability as conflicted missions provide a third and linking
point of focus. These perspectives will be framed in the context of the need to understand the interconnected roles of natural and modified ecosystems and human ecology in understanding the socioeconomic dynamics of production and conservation landscapes.
The proposition: Don't demonise carbon! It is essential to regional landscapes, rural and remote
communities and you provides a fourth perspective. For example, by reflecting on the value of
retaining and putting carbon into the soil to maintain and enhance production and conservation
landscapes.
Included will be a critical consideration of the inherent value of coal as a source of new 21st Century
products, rather than simple burning a valuable non-renewable resource to generate electric power.
For example, producing and using carbon-in-water' fuel from either brown or black coal to reduce the
vulnerability of primary producers and the transport sector across rural and remote Australia.

Building Capacity: key policy trends including regions and their towns and cities

Facilitator: Paul Rosair, Principal,
NAJA Business Consulting Services

There has been much activity in the regional space with White Papers on Reform of the Federation,
Agricultural Competitiveness, Energy, Tax and Developing Northern Australia as well as a range of Royalty
for Regions Programs, and a Senate Enquiry into Regional Cities. All these policy foci have identified
challenges for in areas of governance, capability, land tenure, native title, government approvals, fiscal
policy and planning alignment across all four layers of government; Federal, State, Regional and Local. This
session will look at what sort of capacities regional Australia needs to have and how regions might build
this capacity.
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Factors Influencing the Success of Regional Businesses

Facilitator: Prof. Mark Morrison,
Sub-Dean (Research), Professor in
Economics, Charles Sturt University
Entrepreneurship researchers from the Faculty of Business at CSU will present results on three Australian
Research Council funded projects that focus on developing regional businesses, the factors that influence
the performance of regional businesses, and the contributions that they make to their regional economies.
They focus on key interest groups such as Indigenous businesses and humanitarian immigrants, as well as
mainstream regional businesses. Issues examined include innovative ways to develop businesses, such as
the model of village entrepreneurship which harnesses unique local resources, as well as identifying a
range of practices and resources that improve firm competiveness and success.

Working with Small to Medium Sized Enterprises (SMEs)

Facilitator: Dr. Kim Houghton,
General Manager, Policy and Research,
Regional Australia Institute and Adjunct
Associate Professor, University of Canberra
SMEs are often characterised as the 'engine room' of an economy – even more so in many regional
economies where they make up the vast majority of businesses. How can regional leaders and economic
development practitioners work most effectively to harness and extend the capacity and potential of these
businesses? The first part of the workshop will have participants sharing their experiences in working with
SMEs, discovering the success factors and pitfalls. The second part will step through practical application of
five tools and resources for supporting SME growth. The strengths and weaknesses of each tool and
resource will be covered, and discussed to highlight the filtering needed to select the right approach for the
target group of SMEs. Some programs work best for groups of compatible growth-oriented businesses,
while others work best for independently-minded individuals either starting out or expanding. The third
part of the workshop will involve participants designing an SME growth program matched to the needs of
their region.
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Pre-Conference Study Tour to the Central Coast, Hawkesbury
and the Blue Mountains World Heritage National Landscape
The 2015 pre-conference study tour will not be progressing due to insufficient advance bookings.

SEGRA 2015 Short Film Festival- Enter Now
SEGRA is excited to invite you to participate in the 2015 Short Film
Festival to promote people, place and productivity of regional Australia.
The 2015 theme is The Heart of My Community. Tell us who/what makes
the heart of your community and why.
Entry is $50 and is open to anyone who wishes to enter, regardless of
their background or experience.
The winner will receive $1,000 and the runner-up will receive $500 from
Bendigo Bank.
All entries must be received by 5:00pm AEST on Wednesday, 30
September 2015.
To view the 2015 flyer and terms and conditions, please visit:
http://www.segra.com.au/PDF/2015/film.festival.2015.pdf
To submit your short film, please visit: https://www.hightail.com/u/segra
To register and pay the entry fee, please visit: http://www.segra.com.au/registration.php

Proudly Sponsored by
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Regional Collaborative Investment Summit

To view the flyer, please visit:
http://www.segra.com.au/PDF/2015/collaborative-investment-summit.pdf
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Around the Regions
Bicentenary Race Festival Ready to Roll

Image: Mount Panorama
Source Photo by Grant Paterson

Image: Illuminate Bathurst
Source

The countdown is on for the 2015 Supercheap Auto Bathurst 1000 and the Bicentenary Race Festival.
Mayor of Bathurst, Cr Gary Rush said this year, the race festival will take on a new format as it
incorporates the traditional Race Week Off Track Events, followed by the final Illuminate Bathurst which
will take on a distinct motor sport theme.
“Council’s Off Track events will run in the lead up to race weekend, and this year, V8 Supercar drivers
will take part in the Wednesday V8 Supercar Transporter and Driver Parade, prior to the driver signing
sessions.
“This is the first time since 2012 drivers have participated in the parade, and this will create even more
interest in this popular event.”
The National Motor Racing Museum’s Legendary Moments Dinner this year features legends Greg
Murphy and Garry Rogers as they will re-live some of their most memorable moments on Mount
Panorama with guests at this popular dinner on Thursday 8 October.
Tickets for the Legends Dinner go on sale this Friday, 28 August at 9am.
“The dinner gives guests a chance to be taken on a drive down memory lane, and hear Greg and Garry
recount their first-hand accounts of their experiences with competing on Mount Panorama.”
“The Legends dinner is always a popular feature of Race Week and provides a unique insight into the
world of motor sports and racing on the city’s iconic Mount.”
The traditional street fair will be held on Saturday 10 October in Kings Parade and will feature the first
night of Illuminate Bathurst.
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The fair will run between 12 noon and 8pm and there will be a great line up of food, market stalls,
entertainment, children’s activities and rides.
A sausage sizzle is planned for Sunday 18 October from 6pm on the final night of the Illumination.
For more information on the Bicentenary Race Festival visit the Bathurst 200 website
www.bathurst200.com.au
Legends Dinner tickets are available through the BMEC box office, by calling 6333 6161, or online from
www.bathurst200.com.au from 9:00am Friday 28 August.

Workshops at SEGRA
Right Start Right Project

To view the Right Start Right Project flyer, please visit:
http://www.segra.com.au/PDF/2015/workshop-flyers/rightstart-rightproject.pdf
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Geotrails: creating new journeys for geotourism

To view the Geotrails: creating new journeys for geotourism flyer, please visit:
http://www.segra.com.au/PDF/2015/workshop-flyers/geotrails.pdf
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SEGRA 2015
Platinum and Host Sponsor

Gold Sponsors and Supporters

Silver Sponsors and Supporters

Bronze Sponsors and Supporters

Deadline for submission of articles and images for the next edition of SEGRA Walks to Talk is Monday, 7
September 2015
Please send your articles and images to: info@segra.com.au
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